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The paper presents a study on the use of cement-based sensors doped with carbon nanotubes as embedded smart sensors for static
and dynamic strain monitoring of reinforced concrete (RC) elements. Such novel sensors can be used for the monitoring of civil
infrastructures. Because they are fabricated from a structural material and are easy to utilize, these sensors can be integrated into
structural elements for monitoring of different types of constructions during their service life. Despite the scientific attention that
such sensors have received in recent years, further research is needed to understand (i) the repeatability and accuracy of sensors’
behavior over a meaningful number of sensors, (ii) testing configurations and calibration methods, and (iii) the sensors’ ability to
provide static and dynamic strain measurements when actually embedded in RC elements. To address these research needs, this
paper presents a preliminary characterization of the self-sensing capabilities and the dynamic properties of a meaningful number
of cement-based sensors and studies their application as embedded sensors in a full-scale RC beam. Results from electrical and
electromechanical tests conducted on small and full-scale specimens using different electrical measurement methods confirm that
smart cement-based sensors show promise for both static and vibration-based structural health monitoring applications of concrete
elements but that calibration of each sensor seems to be necessary.

1. Introduction
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is a topic of growing scientific interest in various fields of engineering, with potential
to increase engineering systems’ safety and lead to the optimization of repair, maintenance, and restoration activities
[1, 2]. Strategically designed monitoring systems can detect
damage or variations of structural behavior during the service
life of a structure [3–5]. SHM is also useful for fast screening
of structural conditions after severe events, such as blasts and

earthquakes. The choice of the monitoring sensors and of
their proper placement is critical for accurately analyzing the
structural performance and for the measurement of damagesensitive features and their statistical investigation. A spatially
distributed dense sensing system increases the probability of
finding and characterizing a given amount of damage. An
ideal solution is to transform the entire structure into a selfsensing system, analogous to the biological nervous system.
Recent developments in the field of nanotechnology
have led to cement-based sensors doped with piezoresistive

2
nanofillers, which can be used as a potential solution for
distributed sensing in reinforced concrete (RC) structures
[6–8]. Nanomodified cement-based sensors can be easily
fabricated and embedded in a structure at critical locations.
In addition, they possess approximately the same durability as
the materials to be monitored and exhibit lower maintenance
costs with respect to traditional sensors. Promising conductive nanoinclusions for cement-based sensors are carbonbased particles [9–12]. Among them, carbon nanotubes are
particularly suitable owing to their particular aspect ratio.
They consist of concentric cylindrical graphene sheets of
nanometric diameters and lengths up to some micrometers [13–15]. Their dispersion into a cementitious matrix
enhances the electrical properties of the original materials,
providing them with self-sensing capabilities [16–18]. The
self-monitoring ability is achieved through the correlation
of strains or stresses of the material to electrical features,
such as electrical resistance or impedance [19–22]. Different
electrical effects contribute to the strain-sensing mechanism: the piezoresistivity of the conductive nanofillers, the
contact resistance of the electrodes, the intrinsic resistance
of the different materials, and the tunneling and the field
emission effects due to the nanosize of the fillers [16, 23].
Although several studies were recently devoted to investigating challenges related to the dispersion of the conductive
nanoparticles in the cement matrix [24, 25], the fabrication
of nanocomposites with different amounts of fillers [26, 27],
and electromechanical testing [28–30], the repeatability and
accuracy of the electrical behavior upon dynamic sensing still
require in-depth investigations. The authors have researched
a new cement-based sensor doped with multiwalled carbon
nanotubes, termed carbon nanotube cement-based sensor
(CNTCS) [15, 24, 31, 32]. The CNTCSs were fabricated with
different types of cement matrices (pastes, mortars, and
concretes) and various amounts of carbon nanoinclusions.
Building on previous work, the objective of this paper
is to investigate the use of CNTCSs as smart embedded
sensors for dynamic strain monitoring of RC elements. A
meaningful number of samples are first characterized and
the application to a full-scale RC beam is studied. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
materials and preparation procedures of the cementitious
sensors with multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). Section 3 describes the experimental methodologies. Section 4
discusses results of electromechanical tests under application
of slowly varying cyclical loads and sinusoidal dynamic loads
with increasing frequencies. The sensitivity of the samples
and their frequency response functions are analyzed and the
electrical and electromechanical properties of the sensors are
investigated through both two- and four-probe measurement
methods. This section also includes test results from the
embedment of CNTCSs in a full-scale RC beam. Section 5
concludes the paper.
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of cement (Figure 1). Before solidification, four stainless steel
meshes were embedded symmetrically through the sample.
The inner meshes were placed at a mutual distance of 2 cm,
while the outer ones were at a distance of 4 cm. Figure 1 shows
the geometry of the samples and of the electrodes.
The carbon nanotubes were type Arkema Graphistrength
C100. Their dispersion in the cementitious matrix was
achieved using a physical dispersant, preliminary mechanical
mixing, and sonication (Figures 2(i)–2(iii)). A stable water
suspension was obtained and then mixed with cement and
0.5% of a plasticizer with respect to the weight of cement
(Figure 2(iv)). The cement was type 42.5, pozzolanic. The
water/cement ratio was 0.45. The smooth mixture was poured
into oiled molds and the steel nets were embedded (Figure 2(v)). After solidification, the samples were unmolded
for curing in laboratory conditions for the next 28 days (Figure 2(vi)). Each sample was then instrumented with two 2 cm
long electrical strain gauges, with a gauge factor of 2.1, placed
onto the center of opposite lateral sides, as shown in Figure 1.

3. Methodology
3.1. Electrical Tests. Electrical tests were performed on the ten
sensors using a data acquisition system consisting of an NI
PXIe-1073 chassis with dedicated modules. Both two-probe
and four-probe measurement configurations in DC current
were adopted. The chassis was equipped with two modules:
the electric power was supplied through an NI PXI-4130,
capable of providing a four-quadrant ±20 V and ±2 A output
in a single isolated channel, while electrical measurements
were conducted through a high speed digital multimeter,
model NI PXI-4071. This last module acquired voltage in
the two-probe measurement setup and current in the fourprobe measurement setup. The temperature of the sensors
was controlled before and during the tests using a climatic
chamber to avoid temperature-induced drifts.
The electrical resistance of each sensor was evaluated
after 6000 s of polarization in order to mitigate the signal
drift due to the dielectric nature of the cementitious matrix.
In the two-probe method, the sensors were subjected to an
electrical voltage of 5 V with a current measurement range
of 1.0 mA. The inner electrodes with a mutual distance of
20 mm were used as the active electrodes. In the four-probe
configuration, the sensors were subjected to a current level
equal to 15 mA with a voltage measurement range of 10 V. In
this case, the current was applied to the external electrodes
placed at a mutual distance of 40 mm, while the voltage drop
was measured across the internal electrodes, as in the twoprobe method. The electrical resistance was calculated, in
both cases, based on the first Ohm’s law. Equations (1) and (2)
refer to the computation of the electrical resistance for twoand four-probe configurations, respectively:

2. Materials and Preparation of Samples


𝑅2𝑃 (𝑡)𝑡=𝑡𝑝 =

𝑉
,
𝐼 (𝑡)|𝑡=𝑡𝑝

Ten cube samples of 5 cm side were fabricated for the experimental campaign. The cementitious matrix was a cement
paste doped with 1% of MWCNTs with respect to the weight


𝑅4𝑃 (𝑡)𝑡=𝑡𝑝 =

𝑉 (𝑡)|𝑡=𝑡𝑝
𝐼

(1)
,

(2)
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Figure 1: Geometry of the samples and electrodes (dimension in cm) (a); picture of the fabricated samples with strain gauges installed onto
lateral surfaces (b).
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Figure 2: Preparation process of the cement paste samples with 1% of MWCNTs.

where 𝑉 and 𝐼 are the applied constant voltage and current,
𝑉(𝑡) and 𝐼(𝑡) are the measured variations of voltage and
current intensity over time, and 𝑡𝑝 is the polarization time.
3.2. Electromechanical Tests. Axial compression tests were
conducted to assess the strain-sensing capability and repeatability of the measurements taken from the cement paste
samples. Cyclical and dynamic axial compression tests were
performed on the ten sensors using the chassis NI PXIe1073 for data acquisition. The chassis was equipped with
three modules: the electric power generator, the multimeter
used for the electrical tests, and the data acquisition system
for the strain gauges, model PXIe-4330, 8 channels, 24bit resolution, 25 kHz maximum sampling rate, antialiasing
filters. The compression loads were applied using a servocontrolled pneumatic universal dynamic testing machine,
model IPC Global UTM14P, with a controlled temperature
chamber. For the electrical tests, both two-probe and fourprobe measurement configurations were conducted at a
controlled temperature of 20∘ C.

The cyclical loads varied from 0.5 to 2.0 kN with a 1 kN/s
constant speed, while the dynamic loads varied from 0.5 to
1.5 kN with sinusoidal waveforms of increasing frequencies
from 0.25 to 8.0 Hz. Each sensor was subjected to polarization
for 10 minutes, applying a voltage of 5 V, before both types of
electromechanical tests.
As for the electrical tests, in the two-probe configuration,
the sensors were subjected to an electrical voltage equal
to 5 V with a current measurement range equal to 1.0 mA,
using internal electrodes for current measurement, while
in the four-probe configuration a current of 15 mA with a
voltage measurement range of 10 V was applied to the external
electrodes and voltage drop was measured across the internal
ones. The electrical measurements were carried out with a
sample rate of 1000 Hz. In both cases, the resistance time
series were derived using the first Ohm’s law.
Figure 3 shows the setup of the electromechanical
dynamic tests for the two-probe configuration: the power
source and the data acquisition system for the electrical measurements and the strain gauges (Figure 3(a)), an
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Figure 3: Sketch and pictures of the setup for the electromechanical tests on the cement-based samples with carbon nanotubes: power source
and device for acquisition of strain gauges and electrical measurements (a); a sample during test (b); data acquisition system of the hydraulic
actuator (c).

instrumented sample placed in the chamber with controlled
temperature (Figure 3(b)), and the data acquisition system of
the pneumatic testing machine, for loads and displacements
(Figure 3(c)).
The gauge factor 𝜆 of the cement-based sensors with carbon nanotubes was calculated using the following equation:
Δ𝑅
= −𝜆𝜀,
𝑅0

(3)

where Δ𝑅 is the incremental variation in electrical resistance,
𝑅0 is the unstrained electrical resistance, and 𝜀 is the axial
strain (positive in compression).
3.3. Full-Scale Tests. The CNTCSs used for the full-scale tests
were the same as the ones used for the electromechanical
tests. The electrical outputs of the sensors and of the strain
gauges were acquired using the 2-probe configuration with
coaxial cables to highly reduce measurement noise [31].
Sensors previously tested were embedded in a full-scale
reinforced beam during its molding. The midspan sample
was instrumented for the measurements. The beam had a
square cross section of 25 × 25 cm2 and a length of 220 cm.
It was simply supported by two steel supports installed at
a distance of 200 cm. The beam was reinforced with 8 mm
diameter longitudinal steel bars and stirrups as shown in
Figure 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows the reinforced beam with the
embedded sensors after 28 days of curing. A detailed view of
a single cementitious sensor with carbon nanotubes is shown
in Figure 4(c). Tests involving static loads and vibrations were
performed after polarization of thirty minutes, applying a
distributed static load of approximately 1 kN/m and random
hits in time and space using an instrumented hammer,
respectively. During the tests, a voltage of 2.5 V was provided

to the sensor, with a current measurement range equal to
1.0 mA. The sampling rate was 1000 Hz.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Electrical Tests. Figure 5 reports the electrical output
of the ten cement-based sensors with carbon nanotubes
obtained through the two-probe (Figure 5(a)) and the fourprobe (Figure 5(b)) methods. The resistances obtained using
2-probe and 4-probe configurations had an average value
of 609 Ω and 215 Ω, respectively, with corresponding coefficients of variation of 0.16 and 0.24. The lower values of
resistance obtained through the 4-probe method are due
to the particular electrical configuration that removes the
electrical contact resistance [33]. Results demonstrate satisfactory repeatability of the electrical resistance of the sensors,
particularly for the 2-probe method, whereby the obtained
coefficient of variation is very similar to the coefficient of
variation of other properties of concrete-like materials, such
as its compressive strength [34]. The scatter of resistance values within the considered set of nominally identical sensors
is conceivably due to the heterogeneous nature of the composites and to different degrees of uniformity of nanofillers
dispersion, which cannot guarantee a perfect homogeneity.
4.2. Electromechanical Tests. Electromechanical tests were
conducted applying both cyclical and dynamic compressive
loads (Figure 6) adopting both the 2-probe and the 4-probe
configurations. Figures 7 and 8 report the time histories of the
average strain, 𝜀(𝑡), measured by the strain gauges and of the
normalized resistance, Δ𝑅(𝑡)/𝑅0 , as obtained under cyclical
and dynamic tests, respectively, for one specific sample in
the 4-probe configuration. As shown in these figures, the
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Figure 5: Results of the electrical measurements conducted on all of the CNCTSs (COV denotes the coefficient of variation) using two-probe
(a) and four-probe (b) methods.

application of compression loads induced negative changes in
electrical resistance, Δ𝑅(𝑡), in the sensors, due to an average
reduction in the distance between nanotubes. This change
in resistance was fully reversible, whereby a reduction in
compressive load resulted in an increase of resistance that
recovered from the previous decrease. All the graphs show
a clear strain sensitivity of the sensors and a very low value

of noise. The gauge factors of the sensors were calculated
considering the average resistance variation of each sample
for all the different load frequencies. Figures 9 and 10 show
the variation of GF and of the normalized change in resistance
with increasing load frequencies (0.25, 0.5, and 1 Hz and from
2 to 8 Hz with steps of 2 Hz) using the 2-probe and the 4probe methods, respectively. These curves can be considered
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Figure 6: Applied cyclical (a) and dynamic (b) uniaxial loads for electromechanical tests.
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Figure 7: Results of electromechanical tests: measured average strain (a) and normalized variation of electrical resistance (b) on sample
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Figure 10: Plots of GF (a) and of normalized resistance variation (b) with increasing frequency of applied load using the four-probe method.
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Figure 11: Time histories of average strain (a) and measured electrical current (b) during static loading and unloading of the full-scale
reinforced beam.

as frequency response functions of the sensors and can be
used to assess dynamic linearity in the investigated range of
mechanical frequencies, whereby an ideally linear dynamic
sensor would have a perfectly horizontal frequency response
function. The presented results show that both two-probe and
four-probe configurations yield similar results and highlight
similar sensing behavior of the samples. It is noted, however,
that GF values are remarkably more scattered than values
of the unstrained electrical resistance, with a coefficient
of variation of 1.72 and 1.79 for the 2-probe and 4-probe
methods, respectively. This entails that each sensor needs to
be individually calibrated before embedding, particularly if
the precise values, and not only the waveforms, of strains are
needed in the monitoring task. This scatter in the GF values
can be attributed to the proximity of the 1% MWCNTs mix
with the percolation threshold. Previous theoretical work by
the authors [35, 36] demonstrated that the GF is maximum,
close to the percolation threshold [24], but is also very
sensitive to small changes in the materials’ parameters and
to small changes in the nanofiller dispersion quality. Figures
8 and 9 also show an acceptable linearity of the outputs of
the sensors, especially at higher frequencies, even if some
samples exhibited an increasing frequency response function
and others a decreasing frequency response function.
4.3. Full-Scale Tests. After the characterization of the single sensors, seven samples were embedded in a reinforced
concrete beam for the full-scale experiment. First, static
loads were applied on top of the beam. Then, vibration tests
were performed. Figure 11 plots the average strain measured
through the electric strain gauges and the electrical current
outputted by the embedded sample located at midspan
under static loads. Loading and unloading of the beam are
clearly visible in the time history of strain as well as in

the time history of the output of the embedded sensor. The
embedded sensor also clearly identifies the changes in strain
occurring in the compression zone of the beam during the
four applications of the static load.
In order to further the understanding of the strainsensing capabilities of the embedded nanocomposite sensors,
vibration tests were carried out by randomly hitting the beam
with a hammer. Figure 12 shows the time history of the
electrical current obtained through CNTCS sample number
6 placed at midspan whereby the signal has been filtered with
a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 5 Hz in order to
eliminate the residual drift due to the polarization effect. The
hammer hits show clearly in Figure 12(a). Figure 12(b) reports
a detailed view of a single hammer hit, showing the waveform
of the damped vibration of the beam.
The sensing capability of the embedded sensors was also
analyzed through the comparison of the strain measured by
strain gauges and the strain computed from the outputs of
the cementitious samples. Figure 13(a) plots the overlapped
filtered time histories obtained from the tests on the embedded sample at midspan. The measured strain is the average
of the output of the two strain gauges placed on the lateral
sides of the sample, while the estimated strain of the sensor
𝜀sensor is calculated using (3). The results shown in Figure 13
demonstrate a very good correspondence between measured
and estimated strains. The small difference between the two
quantities is explained by the CNTCS measuring an average
strain in its volume, while the strain gauges measure strain
on the lateral surfaces of the sensor at a fixed depth from the
top of the beam. The good agreement between CNTCS and
strain gauges is especially observable in the detailed views
of Figures 13(b) and 13(c). It is worth noting that measured
strains are very small and, in particular, of the order of a few
tens of microstrains. This level of strain corresponds to two
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Figure 13: Time histories of measured average strain from strain gauges and estimated strain from electrical measurements (a); enlarged view
of measurements number 1 (b) and number 2 (c).

orders of magnitude less than the ultimate compressive strain
of concrete. This result demonstrates that the embedded
CNTCS can be used to monitor strain conditions within fullscale RC structures.
A spectral analysis of the strain gauges outputs and
CNTCS as obtained in the vibration test was conducted in
order to verify the potential of using the smart sensors for
output-only modal identification and vibration-based SHM

of RC structures. Figure 14 shows the Power Spectral Density
(PSD) functions of the acquired signals and, in particular, of
the average strain measured through the two strain gauges
applied on the embedded sample at midspan (Figure 13(a))
and of the electrical output of the same sensor (Figure 13(b)),
after high-pass filtering both signals above 5 Hz. Both PSD
functions shown in Figure 13 exhibit the same leading peak
at a frequency of 64.45 Hz, conceivably associated with the
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Figure 14: PSD of strain gauges measurements (a) and of electrical measurements (b) from the embedded sample placed at midspan.

first vertical mode of the beam, thus confirming the feasibility
of using embedded CNTCS for dynamic monitoring and
output-only modal identification of RC structures.

5. Conclusions
The paper has presented an experimental research work on
the use of cement-based sensors doped with multiwalled
carbon nanotubes as smart embedded strain sensors for static
and dynamic monitoring of reinforced concrete components.
The experimental campaign started from the electrical and
electromechanical characterization of a meaningful number
of samples in order to investigate the repeatability and
accuracy of sensors’ behavior in unloaded conditions, as
well as under the application of both static and dynamic
mechanical loads. The frequency response functions, in
particular, demonstrated a certain degree of linearity of the
outputs of the sensors in the range from 0 to 8 Hz, although
some scatter of the gauge factor was evidenced where the
coefficient of variation was more than 1.7. After this preliminary characterization phase, the sensors were embedded
at the top of a full-scale reinforced concrete beam. After
curing, the beam was subjected to both static and dynamic
impulse loads and the behavior of the novel nanomodified
cement-based sensors was investigated by benchmarking
their outputs against the outputs of traditional strain gauges.
The novel cement-based sensors were observed to be able
to (i) allow clear detection of static loads acting on the
beam, (ii) provide accurate strain measurements, including
strains caused by impulsive dynamic loads in the range of
a few tens of microstrains, corresponding to two orders of
magnitude below the ultimate compressive strain of concrete,
and (iii) provide dynamic strain measurements allowing the
identification of the natural frequencies of vibration of the

beam. Overall, the results presented in the paper further
knowledge on the use of cementitious strain sensors doped
with carbon nanotubes for the monitoring of reinforced concrete structural components, while also demonstrating the
critical need to calibrate the sensor.
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